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14. Eye movements



Problem to be investigated

14. Invent Yourself: Eye movements Human eyes are in constant involuntary and 

voluntary motion when exposed to visual stimuli, such as scene viewing, reading or 

tracking a moving object. Use eye movement data to select and study an interesting 

psychological effect concerning perception of images and motion, in humans or in 

animals. 

Investigate the differences between human faces
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Reporter - Pros & Cons
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1. Extensive and detailed theory

2. Used many theories to explain the results of 

the experiment

3. Experiment with clear results

1. Not clear experimental set up

2. Did not examine other factors that could be 

a cause of error (background etc.)

3. Did not take many measurements.

4. Did not examine the eye movement of 

different sides of the faces



Opponent - Pros & Cons
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1. Did smart questions to the reporter like side 

of face

2. Took into consideration of some (emotions, 

sex, age) parameters 

1. Many of her arguments involved the wording 

and talk of the reporter, something for which 

the reviewer is responsible.

2. Did not use her time in a sufficient way

3. Had few questions, leading to her talking 

less than the reporter

4. Indicated a parameter that has nothing to do 

with the results (race)



Conclusions

● The discussion was not efficient enough to reach a satisfactory result

● The reporter examined an interesting problem 

● The report did not experiment with different ages and genders

● The opponent could not cover her time

● The opponent did not state her opinion 

● There was not a satisfactory amount of questions stated
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Recommendations

● More factors

● Clearer experimental setup

● More questions by the opponent
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Thank You!
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